Chapter 17
After the Intermission

We last left the Mahdi drawing up a truce with someone (Greece?) to wait out the effects of either
radioactive fallout or a biological weapon. During this time, re-supply and maneuver were taking place
as the armies re-position for the next push.
The White Turban has not been standing still either. He has sent troops north to re-inforce the Madhi,
and at the same time is preparing a naval invasion of Southern Europe.

Century 2 Quatrain 96 – Intermission over
96
Burning torch will be seen in the sky at night
Near the end and beginning of the Rhone:
Famine, steel: the relief provided late,
Persia turns to invade Macedonia.

Something that looks like a “burning torch” will be seen in the sky from both ends of the Rhone river.
This is most likely a meteorite fireball, and the quatrains are full of references to them. Less likely is that
it is a comet, due to the limited area it will be seen in. It will have to be an unusually large size however
to be noted this way. The Rhone runs North and South through the Eastern side of France.
The usual accoutrements of war are present in “famine” and “steel”. “Relief provided late” may refer to
the previous chapter, as there were a few instances where this was noted, although it is unclear where
this relief comes from at this point.

The key action is in the last line. “Persia” (Iran) turns and invades “Macedonia”. For Iran to turn, implies
a change of direction from the previous direction, which was in Greece before the intermission. Now
the Islamic Army turns north and west from the Greek mainland and pushes into lower Europe.
Paulus feels the “Noric” commander enters the fray at this point, and this may be the case, although I
have touched on him in the last chapter. Either way, the “Noric” commander leads his army against the
Madhi Army entering Hungary at some point near here.
If Paulus is correct then this quatrain follows.
Century 10 Quatrain 61 – Attack on Hungary
61
Betta, Vienna, Emorte, Sopron,
They will want to deliver Pannonia to the Barbarians:
Enormous violence through pike and fire,
The conspirators discovered by a matron.
To see what is happening here, we need to know where the places mentioned are. “Betta” is probably
“Boetia” or could also be “Baeitica”. Boetia is in central Greece, Baetica is the southern tip of Spain,
closest to Gibraltar. Both locations work, as they are both in target areas for the Islamic Armies. If Spain
is meant, then we know what the White Turban has been doing during the ‘intermission’. If Greece, then
the war simply resumes where it left off.
“Emorte” appears to be in southern Spain, which would be the second location mentioned from Spain,
giving this interpretation a bit more weight. “Sopron” is clearly in Hungary. “Pannonia” is the Balkan
area currently carrying Hungary, Serbia, Austria and Slovakia.
Apparently the war now has two widely separated fronts, one in southern Spain, and one in the region
of Hungary. The White Turban is commanding the new Spanish theater while the Madhi pushes west
through the Balkans. Again some kind of agreement seems to have been reached, similar to what we
saw in Turkey, and like Turkey, this agreement gets intercepted, all this assuming the ‘conspirators’ in
the last line are working with the Madhi, which appears to be the case.
Century 10 Quatrain 62 – Hungary surrounded
62
Near "Sorbia" to assail Hungary,
The herald of "Brudes" will come to warn them:
Byzantine chief, Salona of Slavonia,
He will come to convert them to the law of the Arabs.

The “Sorbs” lived in the eastern side of ancient Germany. Brudes is Budapest, capital of Hungary. Solona
is in present day Romania.
It appears that the Madhi will be performing and end-around since Sorbia was to the west of Hungary,
and his previous attacks seemed to be from the south. The ambassador of Hungary will warn someone,
probably other countries in the area, certainly not the White Turban who is attacking (the White Turban
is also titled “Chief of Byzantium” as we saw in the chapter “The Players”). It appears that Hungary is
caught between the Mahdi pushing up from the south, and the White Turban pushing east. It appears

that “Slavonia” has already fallen. The “Law of the Arabs” is of course, Sharia Law. Paulus argues that
Hungary surrenders, but I don’t see the connection between the ambassador ‘warning’ and a surrender
offer.

Century 9 Quatrain 94 – False Enemies
94
Weak galleys will be joined together,
False enemies the strongest on the rampart:
Weak ones assailed Bratislava trembles,
LŸbeck and Meissen will take the barbarian side.

Lubeck and Meissen are in Germany. Bratislava is Slovakia, west of Hungary. Some key words present
here. First “false enemies”. A false enemy is not an enemy in actuality. These refers to former ‘friends’
who are now required to fight against their neighbors. We talked about Genghis Khans’ strategies
earlier, he would force a surrendered cities population to march on the next one. This is what is
happening here. The Romanians and Hungarians as well as the Greeks are marching on the former
Czechoslovakia.
‘False enemies’ make for poor soldiers however, and I think that is the meaning behind the ‘weak ones’
in line three. It may also be the meaning behind ‘weak galleys’ in line one, although Paulus thinks this
means a floating bridge, (it could). The last line indicates that cities in Germany will also be taken,
although the wording makes it sound almost voluntary.

Century 2 Quatrain 32 – Frog Blood
32
Milk, frog's blood prepared in Dalmatia.
Conflict given, plague near Treglia:
A great cry will sound through all Slavonia,
Then a monster will be born near and within Ravenna.

Dalmatia occupied the area now called Croatia and Albania, and surrounding area. Treglia appears to be
in Campania, Italy. Ravenna is in Italy on the eastern coast. Slavonia is in Croatia.
I have no idea what the “Milk” in line one is. “Frogs Blood” appears to be a reference to French troops.
“Brewer’s Dictionary of Phrase and Fable traces the use of the word “frogs” for the French to both the
eating of frogs’ legs and the fleur-de-lis, the French heraldic device, which was sometimes described as
three frogs or toads saluting. In the 16th century, Nostradamus, alluding to the fleur-de-lis, used the
word “toads” for Frenchmen, according to Brewer’s. In the late 18th century, the dictionary says, the
French court routinely called the people of Paris grenouilles, or frogs.”[1]
If this is the case, this is the first mention of French troops active in the war. The great cry through “all
of Slavonia” is from the conquered nations in that region. Albania, Croatia, Serbia all overrun.
The mention of Italy seems to show the spread of the troops across the Adriatic Sea to the Italian
shores. This was mentioned previously in the quatrain describing the “Light Horses”, or cavalry units.

The “monster” is most likely describing where the invaders will begin the assault on Italy, not an actual
living thing, but a monstrous thing, as in this quatrain, Century 3 Quatrain 34:
34
When the eclipse of the Sun will then be,
The monster will be seen in full day:
Quite otherwise will one interpret it,
High price unguarded: none will have foreseen it.

This describes a ‘monster’ that will be visible during or just after an eclipse of the Sun. The explanation
of Paulus is that the ‘monster’ will be an incoming comet, visible only during the eclipse and after
because it approaches from behind the Sun. [5] I agree with his interpretation because there are many
other quatrains that support this. The word ‘monstiferous’ appears in Hevelius’ book “Cometegraphia”
describing the appearance of several particularly ferocious looking comets. [7]

Century 2 Quatrain 84 –
84
Between Campania, Siena, Florence, Tuscany,
Six months nine days without a drop of rain:
The strange tongue in the Dalmatian land,
It will overrun, devastating the entire land.

The first line describes locations in Italy. Dalmatia is modern day Albania, directly across the Adriatic Sea
from Italy.

The Italian locations are all in a fairly straight line across the top of Italy. All the cities mentioned are in
Tuscany, and major rail lines connect them. It appears that the attack is launched from Croatia, directly
across the sea in an attempt to throw up a line cutting off the bulk of Italy from reinforcements from
Europe. The only way to reach Italy will now be from the sea. Ravenna is also in the direct line (previous
quatrain), and probably the landing place for this operation. The “monster”, or monstrous thing, is the
cutting off of supplies to the Italian peninsula.
The “six months and nine days” may refer to an actual drought, but also could refer to the “siege” of
lower Italy in the cutting off of all supplies from Europe. The “strange tongue” in Dalmatia is Arabic,
which is being completely resettled.
Century 9 Quatrain 60 –
60
Conflict Barbarian in the black Headdress,
Blood shed, Dalmatia to tremble:
Great Ishmael will set up his promontory,
Frogs to tremble Lusitania aid.

Here we have a new player, maybe this is “Hannibal” from Century 2 Quatrain 30, we do not get
anymore identification. Here he is called the “Black Turban”. He is apparently the commander of the
force that attacked Albania and Croatia. The third line calls him “Great Ishmael”. Ishmael was the son of
Abraham [3], (as was Isaac), and the founder of the Islamic religion, while Abraham was the founder of
the Jewish religion.
The “Promontory” may be the peninsula seen in the Italy map above extending into the Adriatic from
Croatia. This would make an excellent jumping off point for the campaign against Italy.
The “Frogs” are back in the last line as well, but the meaning here is unclear. It appears that Portugal
(Lusitania) is the one trembling, and the French troops are being dispatched to assist in the defense, or
the meaning could be that the French troops are trembling and Portuguese troops come to their aid.
Either way, this is the only mention of Portugal in this war.

Century 5 Quatrain 73 – Poland Surrenders
73
The Church of God will be persecuted,
And the holy Temples will be plundered,
The child will put his mother out in her shift,
Arabs will be allied with the Poles.

There are no descriptions of battles fought in Poland, but in the last line we read of an ‘alliance’
between the ‘Arabs’, representing the forces of the Madhi, and the ‘Poles’, assumed to be Poland, as
‘poles’ in the sense of North and South would make little sense here. Poland does have a large Catholic
population, so the first three lines fit well. The ‘child and mother’ is representing Jesus and Mary.

It appears that Poland simply surrenders in the hope of survival. Poland has a population of 38 million.
Assuming half to be women and 25% to be children, this leaves almost 10 million men to be added to
the Madhi Army. Poland does appear to be without good natural defensive borders, so this may be a
factor in the surrender.

Century 6 Quatrain 80 – Southern Europe attacked
80
From Fez the realm will reach those of Europe,
Their city ablaze and the blade will cut:
The great one of Asia by land and sea with great troop,
So that blues and Pers[ians] the cross will pursue to death.

“Fez” is the word traditionally given to Morocco, due to its early origins. The fez makers were imported
to Turkey in the early 1800’s to supply the Ottoman empire with the new uniforms, which included the
fez.[4]
What is described here is an attack across the straights of Gibraltar into Spain and France. The “great
one of Asia” is used to describe the Madhi, since he originates in “Asia”. The “great troop” is made up of
his conscripted infantry from all the countries he has conquered, and will run well into the millions. It
will not be so much an organized military as a huge mob. Nostradamus refers to it as a “flood” and a
“torrent”. [7]
In case there was any doubt who the “great of Asia” was, the last line gives another identification of
“Blues”, as in “Blue Turban”, and Pers. (Persian). The “cross”, the Christian religion, is being
exterminated as it is pursued.
The “intermission” over, the Islamic Armies have opened up fronts throughout Eastern Europe and
Western Europe. Apparently they control the Mediterranean Sea as well.
A quick note about the name “Mediterranean”. Anyone with a language background can recognize what
this word is built from – “Medi”, “Terra”, equals “Middle or center” and “Earth”. “Center of the Earth”.
We have heard this before when Nostradamus mentions the “submerged island”.
Century 2 Quatrain 21:
21
The aimless army will depart from Europe,
And join up close to the submerged island,
The NATO, (or bread bringing) fleet will fold up its standard in the navel of
the world,
Giving in to a greater voice.[2]

Line 3 says the NATO fleet will fold up its’ standard “in the navel of the world”.
The American Heritage Dictionary describes the meanings of “navel”.

na·vel
(n•2vYl)
n.
1. The mark on the surface of the abdomen of mammals where the umbilical cord was attached during gestation.
Also called umbilicus.
2. A central point; a middle.

The “navel” of the world is the Mediterranean Sea.
This quatrain describes the defeat of NATO forces in the Mediterranean Sea. It will be twenty years or
more until it is recovered.
A recap is necessary now, as the intent of this book is to assist those in Europe to avoid this oncoming
disaster.
The war is divided into several phases, lets’ call the beginning “Getting Started”.
The following countries are co-opted in the “Getting Started” phase. This means they fall either
internally from fomented revolution, or externally from direct attack.
Alania – Azerbaijan, Georgia area, the area in the isthmus between the Black and Caspian Seas.
Armenia – between Iran and Georgia. This will become a title for the Madhi, “Duke of Armenia”,
whether through a tremendous battle, or through political overthrow. It will also be his command
center and storage depot for this part of the war.
Saudi Arabia? – Nothing specifically said, but something ‘neutralizes’ this country as it is not active at all
during this war. Because of this it must be out of play very early on, possibly by the White Turban, who
is operating in this area.
Yemen, Somalia, Oman – Nothing mentioned. Probably fallen by White Turban, internally or externally.
Egypt – Attacked by White-Turban-Muslim-Jesus. Surrenders.
Libya, Morocco, Algeria - internal revolutions and voluntary alliance with White Turban.
Turkey – Attacked by Blue Turban, eventually conquered later in Phase 1.
Greece – Attacked by combined forces of Blue Turban and White Turban. Does not fall until Phase 1.
There is an “intermission” here, possibly brought about by the activation of a nuclear or biological
weapon during the attack on Greece, resulting in a truce agreement of short duration.
If you live in one of these countries, you will need to be extremely vigilant in watching developments as
there will be no time to waste. A guess, maybe a good one, is that the signal event will be the takeover
of Armenia, when that occurs, all else will follow in quick succession.
This completes the “Getting Started” phase. At this point, the map looks like this.

Red areas are under direct control of the Madhi or the White Turban, having been overrun or
destabilized.
Pink areas are likely overrun or destabilized since no information is available, and the likelihood of these
countries surviving outside this takeover is very low.
Yellow areas are currently under direct attack, Egypt by the White Turban, Turkey by the Madhi, and
Greece by both.
The green areas show where Islamic populations are concentrated at this time, outside the current
battle zones.
I have shown Israel here as yellow because there are very few possibilities open for it. Nostradamus
does mention a major battle fought at the Jordan, but he does not give any timeframe, so we have no
idea whether it is early or late in the war. Since it describes the “Punic faith broken” (Islam), it appears
to be later at the end of the war.
Century 2 Quatrain 60 –
60
The Punic faith broken in the East,
Ganges, Jordan, and Rhone, Loire, and Tagus will change:
When the hunger of the mule will be satiated,
Fleet sprinkles, blood and bodies will swim.

The quatrain is describing where major battles will be fought, in areas not specifically followed up in the
main prophecies. We see India, Israel, France, and Spain indirectly mentioned here.
The next phase (phase 1) continues the push in both Turkey and Greece, and Egypt has surrendered.
This occurs on the heels of the “intermission”, a short truce lasting less than a year.
A summary of Phase 1 up to this point shows the following countries added to the conquered or
surrendered list.

Egypt – surrenders to the White Turban
Turkey – is conquered by force by the Blue Turban, after setting up a command post at Trabzon.
Greece – Is conquered by force after being decimated by a nuclear or biological weapon.
Poland – surrenders to the Madhi
Hungary – Is overrun by the Madhi, may surrender, may fight, it is unclear.
Albania – Is taken over by the Madhi – unknown if conquered or allies with Madhi
Macedonia - Is taken over by the Madhi – unknown if conquered or allies with Madhi
Slovakia – is conquered by the Madhi
Romania - Is taken over by the Madhi – unknown if conquered or allies with Madhi
Serbia - Is taken over by the Madhi – unknown if conquered or allies with Madhi
Austria – is conquered by the Madhi
Croatia - Is taken over by the Madhi – unknown if conquered or allies with Madhi
Italy – Is attacked by the “Black Turban”
Spain – Is attacked by the “White Turban”
Portugal? – may be attacked by the “White Turban”?
This is what the area looks like now -

The Nostradamus Map of 1559
Compare this to the map ISIS released, published in the U.K. DailyMail on June 30,2014.[8]
Notice how similar they are, and then remember that Nostradamus put this all together over five
hundred years ago!
The areas they call “Khurasan”, “QoQzaz”, ”Orobpa”, and “Anathol” include the present countries of
Iran, Turkmenistan, Uzbeckistan, Kazakistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan, India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Crimea,
Moldova, Romania, Bulgaria, Turkey, Albania, Serbia, Bosnia/Herzegovina, Croatia, Hungary, Slovakia,
Czech Republic, Greece, Austria, and Spain.
It is interesting (and brash of them) to include parts of China and Russia as well.

The ISIS map of 2014

For those living in these countries, your warning sign will be clear, all the events listed in “Getting
Started” will occur. You must get out immediately.
Countries that may be safe (no guarantees however)
Russia
Sweden
Norway
Finland

China
Japan
Australia
Great Britain
Ireland
Iceland
South Africa
United States
Canada
Mexico
South America

In Europe the only safe zone at this point in time is France and Switzerland.
But they will not remain safe for long.
Only in the Swiss Alps will there be safety, but they will be surrounded for many years. If you have a
large stockpile of food, then this might be the place for you.
Avoid Geneva though, that is definitely not safe.
In France, the only (and final) safe zone will be in the area around Limoges, but there will be millions of
refugees packed in there as well.
Forewarned is forearmed, my European friends.
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